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Abstract Image deconvolution is a basic problem in the processing of microscopic im-
ages. It is ill-posed, as the vast majority of inverse problems, and therefore it
requires an accurate modeling taking into account all the known properties of
the process of image formation and acquisition. In this chapter, after a brief
discussion of the ill-posedness of image deconvolution in a continuous setting,
we develop a detailed statistical model which applies to the case of fluorescence
microscopy. Two approximate models, denoted as the Gaussian case and the
Poisson case, are also introduced. The statistical model is the starting point for a
maximum likelihood approach. In the Gaussian case one re-obtains the standard
least squares problem which is also ill-posed. The constraint of non-negativity is
introduced and two iterative algorithms converging to nonnegative least-squares
solutions are presented. The need of early stopping of the iterations to produce
sensible results is discussed. Moreover, an iterative method converging to the
maximum-likelihood estimates of the Poisson case is presented: it is the clas-
sical RL (or EM) method which also requires early stopping of the iterations.
Finally Bayesian methods, based on the use of a priori statistical information on
the object to be restored, are introduced and their relationship with the standard
regularization theory of inverse problems is discussed.
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Introduction

In several domains of applied science images are degraded by blurring and
noise. Blurring is a perturbation due to the imaging system (caused, for in-
stance, by diffraction, aberrations etc.) while noise is intrinsic to the detection
process. Therefore image deconvolution is basically a post-processing of the
detected images aimed to reduce the disturbing effects of blurring and noise.

When formulated in a naive way, image deconvolution implies the solution
of a linear equation (a linear system of algebraic equations in the discrete case),
but this problem turns out to be ill-posed: the solution may not exist or may
not be unique. Moreover, even if a unique solution can be found (as in the case
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of discrete problems), this solution is strongly perturbed by noise propagation.
The standard approach to the treatment of ill-posed problems is provided by
the so-called regularization theory (for an introduction see, for instance, [1]).

In general, the ill-posedness implies that there are too many approximate
solutions of the problem which are able to reproduce the data within a given
noise level. To get a sensible solution one must reformulate the problem of
image deconvolution by taking into account, as far as possible, all the known
properties of image formation and acquisition as well as a priori information
about properties of the object to be restored.

In the case of space invariance the process of image formation can be de-
scribed by a Point Spread Function (PSF), which must be computed or mea-
sured. On the other hand, in applications such as Astronomy and Fluorescence
Microscopy, images are detected by means of CCD cameras and therefore the
process of image acquisition is affected by a combination of Poisson (photon
counting) and Gaussian noise (read-out noise due to the amplifier). Finally
a priori information about the unknown image, such as, for instance, non-
negativity, is available.

The need of taking into account all the properties mentioned above, and,
in particular, the statistical properties of the noise, implies that statistical ap-
proaches can be used for reformulating the problem of image deconvolution.
Maximum likelihood looks as the most natural one and, in such a way, the im-
age deconvolution problem can be reduced to the minimization of a suitable
functional. Since the new problem is still ill-posed, two approaches are pos-
sible: the first is to use iterative minimization algorithms with regularization
properties, in the sense that it is possible to control noise propagation by a suit-
able stopping of the iterations (such a property is called semiconvergence); the
second is to use a priori information about statistical properties of the unknown
object in the framework of Bayesian estimation.

In Section 2 we discuss the ill-posedness of the problem in a continuous
setting and we prove the need of additional information as a way to reduce the
uncertainty of the approximate solutions. Section 3 is devoted to a detailed sta-
tistical model which applies to the case of fluorescence microscopy; moreover
two approximate models, denoted respectively as the Gaussian and the Pois-
son case, are introduced. In Section 4 the maximum likelihood approach is de-
scribed and applied to the two approximate models of the previous section. In
particular, in the Gaussian case we show that one re-obtains the classical least
squares problem which is also ill-posed; next the additional constraint of non-
negativity is introduced and two iterative methods for approximating the non-
negative least squares solutions are discussed. Moreover the classical iterative
method for approximating the maximum likelihood solutions in the Poisson
case, the so-called Richardson-Lucy (RL) or Expectation-Maximization (EM)
method, is presented and its main properties are discussed. Finally Section 5
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is devoted to the Bayesian methods and their relationship with the methods
provided by regularization theory.

1. Basic Properties of Image Deconvolution

The main feature of image deconvolution is ill-posedness. The practical im-
plication of this property is that the solution of a (discrete) convolution equa-
tion is completely corrupted by an excess of noise propagation. However, the
most simple way for understanding the difficulties generated by ill-posedness
is to discuss the problem in a continuous setting.

Continuous Model

We assume that images are described by functions of 2 or 3 variables, ������
(n=2 in the 2D case and n=3 in the 3D case). We denote by ���
	 ��� the

intensity, at the point � , of the object to be imaged, by ���	 ��� its image produced
by the optical instrument before detection (also called the noiseless image) and
by �	 ��� the detected image.

In most imaging systems the noiseless image is approximately a linear func-
tion of the object. Therefore the imaging system defines a linear operator �
such that: 
����������� (1)

If the system is space invariant, then the operator � is a convolution operator,
i. e. there exists a function ��	 ��� such that:	���� � � 	 ��� � � ��	 ��������� � � 	 ��� ��! 	 ��� � (2)

The function ��	 ��� is the PSF of the imaging system. Models of 3D PSFs
for different kinds of microscopes are discussed in the accompanying chapter
Image Formation in Fluorescence Microscopy by G. Vicidomini.

If we denote the Fourier Transform (FT) of a function by the corresponding
capital letter, then from the convolution theorem and Eqs. (1)- (2), we get:" �#	%$ � �'&�	%$ �)( �#	%$ �+* (3)$ � ���

being the coordinates in Fourier space, also called space frequencies.
The function &,	%$ � is the transfer function (TF), which describes the be-

haviour of the imaging system in the frequency domain. If the TF is zero
outside a bounded domain - , the PSF is said to be band-limited and the set -
is called the band of the imaging system. It is obvious that the noiseless image � is also band-limited.

In most cases the PSF has the following properties:. � ��	 ���0/2143 .5. � � ��	 ����!#�76 8�9 � (4)
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The first property implies that the noiseless image �� is also non-negative,
while the second property implies that the imaging system is a low-pass filter.
In fact, the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem implies that the TF &�	%$ � is bounded
and continuous and that it tends to zero when : $;:=< 8>9 .

Ill-Posedness of Image Deconvolution

The detected images are corrupted by several kinds of noise (this point will
be discussed in the next section). In the continuous setting this situation is
modeled by writing the relation between the detected image  and the noiseless
image 
� in the following form:�	 ��� �?��#	 ����8,@ 	 ��� �A	������ � 	 ���)8,@ 	 ��� � (5)

This expression is not related to specific assumptions about the noise; in par-
ticular it does not mean that we are assuming additive noise. The term @ 	 ��� is
just the difference between the detected and the noiseless image.

In terms of the FTs we have:" 	%$ � ��&,	%$ ��( � 	%$ �)8>B 	%$ �C* (6)

and therefore, even if the noiseless image is band-limited, the detected image,
in general, is not, because B 	%$ � may not be zero where &�	%$ � � 1 (out-of-
band noise).

Given the detected image  and the PSF � , the problem of image deconvo-
lution is to determine a sound estimate � of �D� . If the noise term @ is small,
then the most natural approach is to look for a solution of the linear equation:�=�E�? * (7)

which, in Fourier space, becomes:&�	%$ ��( 	%$ � � " 	%$ � � (8)

This elementary equation clarifies the difficulties of image deconvolution. In
fact, if the PSF is band-limited while the noise is not, the equation is incon-
sistent outside the band of the instrument. In other words, no solution exists!
Moreover, again in the case of a band-limited system, even if a solution exists,
the solution is not unique: one can add to it an object whose FT is zero over the
band and takes arbitrary values outside the band. Such a pathological object is
sometimes called an invisible object, because its image is zero even if it is not
zero. Finally, even if a solution exists and is unique, a small variation of the
noise in points of the band where the TF is small can modify completely the
solution, as we can understand by substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (8) and solving
for ( ; the result is given by:( 	%$ � � ( �#	%$ �)8 B 	%$ �&�	%$ � � (9)
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All these remarks imply that the problem is ill-posed, because the solution may
not exist, may not be unique and may not depend continuously on the data.

However, it is obvious that the true object �D� is an approximate solution of
Eq. (7), in the sense that �F� � is not exactly  but is close to  . This remark
suggests to investigate the set of the approximate solutions of Eq. (7), i. e.
the set of the objects whose noiseless images approximate  within a given
error level. The difficulty is that this set is too broad: it contains both sensible
and crazy objects. To find methods for extracting the sensible ones one must
reformulate the problem by taking into account all the available information
both on the process of image acquisition (noise) and on the object itself (a
priori information, such as non-negativity).

2. A Statistical Model

The first step in the reformulation of image deconvolution is to model the
noise corrupting the data. We restrict the analysis to the case of fluorescence
microscopy where the noise is a random process intimately related to photon
emission and acquisition, so that the best framework is provided by a discrete
setting. For the sake of generality we consider the 3D case; the reduction to
the 2D case is obvious.

If we assume magnification one, then the object and the image are defined
in the same volume which can be partitioned into the same number of voxels
with the same size. The latter is defined by the acquisition process: it is given
by the size of the elements of the CCD camera in the lateral directions, and by
the scanning distance in the axial direction. The voxels can be characterized
by a multi-index G , which is the triple of indexes HJILK * I)M * I)NPO , defining the
position of the voxel within the image volume and taking respectively Q�K * QRM ,
and QRN values. This triple will be denoted by S . Moreover, given a physical
quantity ��	 ��� , its value at the voxel G , also called voxel value, is denoted by��	TG � . It is given, for instance, by the integral of ��	 ��� over the voxel volume.

Photons, emitted in the object volume, are collected by the microscope and
detected in the image volume. This is a statistical process. We denote byU 	TG � � the Random Variable (RV) describing the statistical distribution of the
number of photons emitted at voxel G � and collected by the microscope during
the integration time T. Then the first basic assumption is the following:U 	TG � � is a Poisson RV, with expected value �V	TG � � , i. e.W�XZY\[P] ^ 	%_ � � `
acb Y\[ ] ^ �V	TG � �ed_�f (10)

is the probability of the emission of _ photons at voxel G � ;
the RVs

U 	TG � � and
U 	TG � � � , corresponding to different voxels, are statisti-

cally independent.
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Next we must provide a statistical interpretation of the sampled PSF, whose
voxel values are denoted by ��	TG � . If it is normalized in such a way that:g [ ��	TG � �ih * (11)

and if we assume space invariance, then ��	TG � G � � is the probability that a
photon emitted at voxel G � of the object volume is collected at voxel G of the
image volume. Moreover, if we assume, as usual, a periodic extension of the
voxel values of � and � , so that their cyclic convolution can be computed by
means of FFT, we denote by � the block-circulant matrix defined by:	��=� � 	TG � � g [P] ��	TG � G � � �V	TG � � � (12)

Let
U 	TG * G � � be the RV describing the statistical distribution of the number

of photons emitted at voxel G � and collected at voxel G , then the second basic
assumption is the following:U 	TG * G � � is a Poisson RV with expected value given by:j H U 	TG * G � � Ok�'��	TG � G � � �V	TG � �V3 (13)

for any fixed G � � , and G7l�mG � , U 	TG * G � � � and
U 	TG � * G � � � are statistically

independent.

We remark that the previous assumptions are consistent. In fact, it is obvious
that the following relationship holds true between the RVs we have introduced:U 	TG � � � g [ U 	TG * G � � � (14)

Since, for fixed G � , the RVs
U 	TG * G � � are independent and Poisson distributed,

it follows that
U 	TG � � is also Poisson distributed and that its expected value is

the sum of the expected values:j H U 	TG � � O�� g [ j H U 	TG * G � � O�� g [ ��	TG � G � � �V	TG � � �'�V	TG � �n* (15)

where the normalization condition of Eq. (11) has been used. This result is in
agreement with the first assumption.

The previous analysis concerns the emission process. Let us consider now
the detection process in the image volume, where photons are detected by
means of a CCD camera. If we assume efficiency one, then all the photons
collected by the microscope are detected by the CCD camera and therefore the
statistical properties of the detected photons can be deduced from the statistical
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properties of the emitted ones. If we denote by oqpsr�tD	TG � the RV describing the
photons emitted by the object and detected at voxel G , we have;o#pur�tv	TG � � g [P] U 	TG * G � � � (16)

Thanks to the previous assumptions, this RV is Poisson distributed with an
expected value given by:j HJo#pur�t�	TG � Ok� g [P] ��	TG � G � � �V	TG � � �i	��F� � 	TG � � (17)

Moreover, the RVs oDpur�tv	TG � associated to different voxels are statistically inde-
pendent. We will denote by vpur�tv	TG � the number of photons which are actually
detected at voxel G , i. e. the realization of the RV oqpur�t#	TG � .

Now we can consider the following simplified version of the model devel-
oped in [2] for data acquired by a CCD camera. If we denote by �	TG � the value
at voxel G � of the detected image, then this is the realization of a RV o�	TG �
which is given by: ow	TG � �xo#pur�tD	TG �)8 o#rTy{zv	TG �)8}|Z~ p � 	TG �n* (18)

where:o#pur�tv	TG � is the number of object photons given in Eq. (16), with expected
value given in Eq. (17);o#rTyZzv	TG � is the number of photons due to background emission; it is an
independent Poisson RV with expected value �P	TG � , which, in most cases,
can be assumed to be constant; in general it can be estimated and, with
the detected image �	TG � and the PSF ��	TG � , is one of the data of the
problem;|Z~ p � 	TG � is the additive Read-Out Noise (RON); it is an independent
Gaussian process, whose expected value and variance can also be es-
timated.

We denote by o the set of the independent RVs o�	TG � , by  the set of their
realizations �	TG � and by � the set of the object expected values �V	TG � . Since
the RVs ow	TG � are statistically independent and each of them is the sum of
a Poisson RV with expected value 	��F� � 	TG ��8 �P	TG � and of an independent
Gaussian process, the joint probability density of the RVs o for a given � is
given by: W�� 	�w: � � � (19)� � [E���gd�� � `�a)� Y�� b ^TY\[
^ � r Y [
^\� � 	��F� � 	TG ��8 ��	TG �5��d_�f W ~ p � 	��	TG �V� _ �C*
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where
W ~ p � 	%� � is the probability density of the RON. In the frequent case of

white Gaussian noise, with expected value � and standard deviation � , we have:W ~ p � 	%� � � h� ��� � ` a����J���5�\��%� � � (20)

A useful, even if very rough, approximation is obtained by neglecting the
photon noise, so that the randomness of the image is only due to additive white
noise. In such a case, if we assume, for simplicity, a RON with zero expected
value, then we have:W � 	��: � � � � h� ��� ��� � ¡ � `J¢#£¥¤ � h� � M : :  � 	��F� 8 � � : : MM�¦ * (21)

where : Q}:
�§Q�K¨QRMZQRN and : :©��: : M denotes the Euclidean norm:

: : ��: : M}� ª g [ : ��	TG � : M¬« KeuM � (22)

Another approximation, in general more accurate than the previous one and
frequently used both in Microscopy and Astronomy, is obtained by neglecting
the RON with respect to the photon noise. Since in such an approximation
each detected value �	TG � should be an integer number, we can write:W�� 	�w: � � � � [ ` a)� Y\� b ^TY\[
^ � r Y\[
^\� � 	��=� � 	TG �)8 ��	TG �5� z Y\[
^�	TG � f � (23)

In the following, the approximation, where only the RON is considered,
will be called the Gaussian case, while that, where only the photon noise is
considered, will be called the Poisson case.

3. Maximum Likelihood Methods

In Statistics the Maximum Likelihood (ML) approach provides the most
frequently used methods for parameter estimation. Its application to image
deconvolution is based on the knowledge of the random properties of the de-
tected image, i. e. on the knowledge of the probability density

W+� 	�w: � � . If
the detected image  , the PSF � , and the background � are given, then

WL� 	�w: � �
is a function only of � and the problem of image deconvolution becomes the
problem of estimating these unknown parameters. In such a situation the ML
estimator answers to the following question:

Which object � is most likely to produce the detected image  ?
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Definition 1 - For a given detected image  the likelihood function is the func-
tion of the object � defined by:® z 	T� � � W�� 	�w: � � � (24)

Definition 2 - A ML-estimate of the object � is any object ��¯�° which maxi-
mizes the likelihood function:� °±¯ ��²v�P³_´² ¢ b

® z 	T� � � (25)

Remark - In the case of image deconvolution this problem is, in general, ill-
posed. We will justify this statement in a particular case.

In all practical applications to imaging the probability density of o for a
given � is the product of a very large number of factors, so that it is useful to
introduce the following log-likelihood function:µ z 	T� � � µ�¶  ® z 	T� � � (26)

Since the logarithm is an increasing and concave function, the set of the max-
imum points of

µ z 	T� � coincides with the set of the ML-estimates. However,
to clarify the relationship with the standard approach to Inverse Problems pro-
vided by regularization theory, it is convenient to consider functionals of the
following type:· z 	T� � � � µ�¶  ® z 	T� �¸8 	%¹ ` ��_�º ! `»£�` I ! . Iw ¶ I µ�¼½¶ I� � � (27)

The terms depending on  are added or subtracted, in some cases, to obtain
well-known discrepancy functionals, as we will show in the following.

In conclusion, the ML-estimates are solutions of a variational problem of
the following type: � °±¯ �'²D�PF_ . I b · z 	T� � � (28)

In such an approach it is obvious that it is possible to introduce additional
constraints such as non-negativity. This case is quite important and it deserves
additional comments.

The non-negative ML-estimates are solutions of the problem:� �°±¯ �'²D�PF_ . I bP¾ � · z 	T� � � (29)

If the functional
· z 	T� � is convex, then necessary and sufficient conditions for

a minimum point are provided by the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) conditions (see, for
instance, [3]): �
°±¯�	TG �u¿ b · z 	T� � : b � buÀLÁ 	TG � � 1'* (30)� °±¯ 	TG ��/Â1 * ¿ b · z 	T� � : b � buÀLÁ 	TG �Ã/21 � (31)
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These conditions imply that, in the voxels where � �°±¯ is zero, the gradient of
the functional is non-negative and that � �°±¯ is non-negative in the voxels where
the gradient is zero. In general these solutions are zero in a large part of the
voxels and therefore they are not reliable from the physical point of view.

The Gaussian Case

In the Gaussian case the likelihood function is given by Eq. (21) and there-
fore the functional

· z 	T� � is given by:· z 	T� � �Ä: :  � 	��F� 8 � � : : MM �Å: : �=� � 
ÆP: : MM * (32)

where  Æ is the subtracted image defined by:
ÆÇ�? � �Ã� (33)

It follows that the ML-method is equivalent to the classical Least-Squares (LS)
method, which is just the starting point of regularization theory [1]. Any min-
imum point of this functional is called a LS-solution and is denoted by � ¯�È ; it
is also a solution of the Euler equation:� É��=� ¯�È ��� É� * (34)

which can be easily obtained by zeroing the gradient of the functional. Here� É denotes the transposed of the matrix � .
Since � is a block-circulant matrix, Eq. (34) is diagonalized by the Discrete

Fourier Transform (DFT) and we obtain:: &,	�Ê � : M ( ¯�È 	�Ê � ��&ÌË
	�Ê � " ÆP	�Ê �n* (35)

where &�	�Ê � is the DFT of ��	TG � , etc., and the * denotes complex conjugation.
This equation is always consistent, and therefore a solution always exists.

But in the Fourier voxels Ê where &,	�Ê � � 1 , the value of the DFT of the
LS-solution is not determined, and therefore, in such a case, the solution is not
unique; on the other hand, in the voxels Ê where &�	�Ê � l� 1 , the value of the
DFT of the LS-solution is given by:( ¯�È 	�Ê � � " ÆÍ	�Ê �&,	�Ê � � (36)

These values coincide with those provided by the linear equation �=�Î�kÏÆ .
We conclude that the LS-problem is ill-posed, first because the solution may

not be unique, as indicated above, and second because the LS-solutions are
strongly perturbed by noise. Uniqueness can be restored by looking for the
LS-solution with minimal Euclidean norm, also called generalized solution; it
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Figure 1. Illustration of the numerical instability of the generalized solution. Left panel:
three orthogonal sections of a two photon 3D image of the mature sperm head of the Octopus
Eledone Cyrrhosa (details are given in the text) - Right panel: the “reconstruction” provided by
the generalized solution.

is obtained by setting ( ¯�È 	�Ê � � 1 in the Fourier voxels where &,	�Ê � � 1 and
therefore is given by:� ¯�È 	TG � � h: Q}: gÐ Y�Ñ�^eÒ� � " ÆÓ	�Ê �&�	�Ê � `¬Ô MuÕ [DÖu×Ø � (37)

In Figure 1 we give the result obtained by means of this solution in the case
of an image recorded with a two-photon microscope. The object is the mature
sperm head of the Octopus Eledone Cirrhoses. The image is obtained with
a h 1
1�Ù¸Ú h��ÜÛ#Qn� oil immersion lens, “open pinhole” condition, excitation atÝ � 1 I�_ , filter emission at ÛvÞ 1 I�_ ; it is a cube of

� Þ
ßáà � Þ
ßâà�ßPÛ 8bits voxel
values. The pixel dimension is hJã Ý I�_ while the plane distance is

� 1
1 I�_ . In
the left panel of Figure 1 a transversal section and two orthogonal axial sections
of the image are shown. The PSF used for deconvolution is that modeled in
the chapter on Image Formation. In the right panel the result provided by the
generalized solution is given. The image has been completely destroyed by
noise propagation.

As it was already observed in Section 2, the numerical instability of the
solution given in Eq. (37) is due to the small value of &�	�Ê � which amplify the
noise corrupting the corresponding components of the subtracted image. This
effect is quantified by the condition number of the problem which is given by:ä � & dæåèç& d Ô � * (38)
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where & dLå¨ç , and & d Ô � are respectively the largest and smallest non-zero
value of : &,	�Ê � : . In fact, if é¬ Æ is a small variation of the subtracted image
and éÍ� ¯�È is the corresponding variation of the generalized solution, the fol-
lowing inequality holds true:ê éÍ� ¯�È ê Mê � ¯�È ê Mìë ä ê éJ
Æ ê Mê 
Æ ê M * (39)

which easily follows from the inequalities (obtained by means of the Parseval
equality for the DFT):ê éÍ� ¯�È ê M ë h& d Ô �

ê éJ
Æ ê M * ê #Æ ê M ë & dLå¨ç ê � ¯�È ê M�� (40)

The problem is ill-conditioned when äÄí½í h and a discrete ill-conditioned
problem is typically the result of the discretization of an ill-posed problem [1].

The condition number gives also a measure of the uncertainty characterizing
the approximate LS-solutions. In fact, the set of all the objects � compatible
with the data within a given noise level î is given by:ï Y�ðT^¯�È � H��C: ê �=� � #Æ ê M ë îñO * (41)

and, by means of Parseval equality, we find the following equation for its
boundary in Fourier space:h: Q}: g Ñ : &�	�Ê �s( 	�Ê �V� " ÆÓ	�Ê � : M ��î M * (42)

or also: g Ñ î M : &�	�Ê � : M: Q}: : ( 	�Ê �ò� " Æ 	�Ê �&�	�Ê � : M �ih}� (43)

Therefore the boundary is an ellipsoid with center the generalized solution and
half-axis inversely proportional to : &�	�Ê � : ; since the condition number is just
the ratio between the largest and smallest half-axis, it provides a measure of
the extent of the set of the approximate solutions.

Since this set is too broad, one can try to identify a subset of interest by
means of additional constraints. If we use non-negativity, then we can define
non-negative LS-solutions as follows:� �¯�È �'²v�P³_ . I bP¾ � ê �=� �  Æ ê M � (44)

The KT conditions of Eqs. (30)-(31) become now:� ¯�È 	TG ��ó 	�� É �F� ¯�È � 	TG �C� 	�� É #Æ � 	TG �¬ô � 1õ* (45)� ¯�È 	TG �0/Â1õ* 	�� É �=� ¯�È � 	TG ��� 	�� É 
Æ � 	TG �Ã/Â1 � (46)
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Figure 2. Example of the behaviour of the reconstruction error as a function of the number
of iterations in the case of an iterative method with the semiconvergence property. The optimal
number of iterations is defined by the minimum of the curve.

The solution of this problem is also affected by numerical instability and may
not be unique. However it is possible to introduce iterative algorithms con-
verging to the non-negative LS-solutions and having the following semiconver-
gence property (see [1] for a discussion): first the iterates approach a sensible
solution and then go away.

In Figure 2 we plot a typical example of the behaviour of the reconstruction
error, as a function of the number of iterations, for one of these iterative algo-
rithms. If � Y y ^

is the result of the ö � ¹u� iteration and �v� is the unknown object,
then the relative reconstruction error is defined by:÷ Y y ^ � : : � Y y ^ � ���#: : M: : ���v: : M � (47)

As follows from Figure 2, the reconstruction error has a minimum after a suit-
able number of iterations. Therefore the algorithm must not be pushed to con-
vergence and an early stopping is required. It is obvious that the optimal num-
ber of iterations, corresponding to the minimum of the reconstruction error,
can be computed only in the case of numerical simulations. Its estimation in
the case of real data is a difficult problem and must be investigated for any
particular application of image deconvolution. As a general rule one can say
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that, for a given imaging system, the optimal number of iterations depends on
the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) (which depends on the integration time) and
decreases for decreasing values of the SNR. It is obvious that the quality of the
restoration is also decreasing; however, lower quality reconstructions can be
obtained at a lower computational cost.

A first example of these iterative methods is provided by the projected
Landweber method, which is basically a gradient method with a projection,
at each iteration, on the closed cone of the non-negative objects. If we denote
by

W � this projection, which is defined by:	 W � � � 	TG � � ¤ �V	TG � if �V	TG �æí�11 if �V	TG � ë 1�* (48)

then the iterative algorithm is as follows:. �  .ùø ` � Y � ^ /Â1�3.5. �  .ùø ` Iú� Y y ^ *üû ¶ _ £ �ý¹ `³þ� Y y � K ^ � W � ó � Y y ^ 8 ÿ � � É #Æ � � É �F� Y y ^�� ôÂ* (49)

where ÿ is a relaxation parameter which must be selected by the user within
the following range of values:1 6Âÿú6 �& MdLåèç � (50)

The convergence of this algorithm is proved in [4]. Moreover, by taking the
limit in Eq. (49), it is easy to verify that the limit satisfies the KT conditions and
therefore is a solution of the constrained LS-problem. The semiconvergence
of the algorithm is discussed in [1]: it can be proved in the non-projected
case (namely when the projection

W � is replaced by the identity) and is an
experimental result in the projected case, namely it can be verified by means
of numerical experiments.

In the practical applications, a frequent choice for the initial guess is � Y � ^ �1 because, in the case of non-uniqueness, this choice presumably provides the
minimal norm solution (this result holds true in the non-projected case). More-
over, the computational burden of the algorithm can be estimated by remarking
that each iteration requires the computation of two FFTs.

A second example is provided by the Iterative Space Reconstruction Al-
gorithm (ISRA): . �  .ùø ` � Y � ^ / 1�3.ù. �  .ùø ` Iú� Y y ^ * û ¶ _ £ �ý¹ `½þ� Y y � K ^ �4� Y y ^ � É #Æ� É �F� Y y ^ * (51)
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where the quotient of two images is defined voxel by voxel.
The convergence of this algorithm is proved in [5]. By taking the limit in

Eq. (51), it is easy to verify that it satisfies the first of the KT conditions.
The semiconvergence of the algorithm is an experimental result derived from
numerical simulations.

In the practical applications the iterations are, in general, initialized with a
constant image. Moreover the computational burden of each iteration coincides
with that of the projected Landweber method.

The Poisson Case

In the Poisson case the likelihood function is given by Eq. (23), and one can
obtain the following expression of the function

· z 	T� � :· z 	T� � � g [ ¤ �	TG � µ I �	TG �	��F� 8 � � 	TG � 8 � 	��F� 8 � � 	TG � � �	TG �5� ¦ � (52)

This function is a generalization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence and is also
called the Csisz«ar I-divergence [6]; it provides a measure of the discrepancy
between the detected image  and the computed image �=� 8 � , associated with� . It is defined for nonnegative values of  and positive values of �=� 8 � . If
the PSF is nonnegative, then the natural domain of the functional is the closed
cone of the nonnegative objects.

The functional
· z 	T� � is convex, as it can be shown by verifying that the

Hessian matrix is positive semi-definite (it is positive definite if and only if the
equation �F��� 1 implies �´� 1 , i. e. in the case of uniqueness of the solution
of the deconvolution equation). Moreover the functional takes nonnegative
values (as follows from the elementary inequality ² µ I)² � ² µ I ¢ 8 ¢ � ² / 1 ,
which holds true for fixed ² í 1 and any ¢ í 1 ) and therefore is bounded
from below. These two properties imply that all the minima, namely the ML-
solutions � °±¯ , are global and that they satisfy the KT conditions which, as
follows from the computation of the gradient, take the following form:� °±¯ 	TG � ¤ h � � � É �=� °±¯ 8 � � 	TG � ¦ � 1 * (53)�
°±¯�	TG �0/ 1õ* h � �#� É �=� °±¯ 8 � � 	TG �Ã/Â1õ* (54)

where the normalization condition of Eq. (11) has been used and, again, the
quotient of two images is defined voxel by voxel.

An iterative method for the computation of the ML-solutions was proposed
by several authors, in particular by Richardson [7] and Lucy [8] for the de-
convolution of astronomical images, and by Shepp and Vardi [9] for emission
tomography. As shown in [9], this method is related to a general approach for
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the solution of ML problems, known as Expectation-Maximization (EM). For
these reasons, the algorithm is known as Richardson-Lucy (RL) method in As-
tronomy and as EM method in tomography. We will use the first name; it is as
follows: . �  .ùø ` � Y � ^ /21�3.ù. �  .ùø ` I � Y y ^ * û ¶ _ £ �ý¹ `½þ� Y y � K ^ �4� Y y ^ � É � �F� Y y ^ 8 � � � (55)

It is evident that, if the image  and the PSF � are nonnegative, then each
iterate is also nonnegative.

The convergence of this algorithm is proved in [10] and [11] (an incomplete
proof is also given in [9]). By taking the limit in Eq. (55), it is easy to verify
that it satisfies the first of the KT conditions. The semiconvergence of the
algorithm is an experimental result derived from numerical simulations [1].

The computation of one iterate of this method is more expensive than the
computation of one iterate of ISRA or of the projected Landweber method; in
fact it requires the computation of four FFTs: two for the denominator and two
for applying the transposed matrix to the quotient. Moreover the convergence
is slow, so that, in general, a large number of iterations is required for reaching
the optimal solution.

For these reasons it is important to find methods for accelerating the con-
vergence. One approach is proposed in [12] where an acceleration exponent is
introduced and Eq. (55) is modified as follows:� Y y � K ^ �4� Y y ^ � � É �=� Y y ^ 8 � � � * (56)

with $ í h ; the authors show that a reduction in the number of iterations by
a factor $ should be expected. Numerical simulations indicate that in the case$,� �

one has (semi)convergence with a reduction in the number of iterations
by a factor of 2 (remark that the computational cost of one iteration is not
significantly increased with respect to the standard case $0� h ).

However there is an important point which must be taken into account. A
nice property of the RL method is that, if �Ã� 1 and the PSF satisfies the
normalization condition of Eq. (11), then all the iterates have the following
property: g [ � Y y ^ 	TG � � g [ �	TG � � (57)

The physical meaning of this relation is obvious: the photon content of each
iterate � Y y ^

coincides with the total number of detected photons.
If the background is not zero, then this condition is not automatically sat-

isfied and therefore it can be introduced as a constraint in the minimization
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problem. In the case of the accelerated algorithm of Eq. (56) this constraint is
necessary in order to guarantee convergence. As shown in [13] this is equiva-
lent to normalize each iterate in such a way that:g [ ó � Y y ^ 8 � ô 	TG � � g [ �	TG � � (58)

Therefore the iterative algorithm must include also this normalization step.

4. Bayesian Methods and Regularization

The ill-posedness (ill-conditioning) of ML-problems is generated by a lack
of information on the object � , in particular by a lack of information at the
frequencies corresponding to small values of the TF &,	�Ê � . A remedy can
be the use of additional deterministic information (the classical example of
non-negativity has been already discussed) or the use of additional statistical
properties of � .

In a complete probabilistic approach it is assumed that both the object � and
the detected image  are realizations of RVs denoted respectively by

U
and o ,

and that the problem is solved if we are able to estimate their joint probability
density

W X � 	T� *  � .
As we discussed in Section 2, the conditional probability density of o given� can be deduced from known statistical properties of the noise. However, the

marginal probability density of
U
,

W X 	T� � , in general is not known. One can
guess this probability density using his knowledge, or ignorance, about � . The
model used is usually called a prior.

Once the marginal distribution of
U

is given, the joint probability density can
be obtained from Bayes formula:W X � 	T� *  � � W�� 	�w: � � W X 	T� � � (59)

Then, from the other Bayes formula, one obtains the conditional probability
density of

U
given  : W X 	T�ò:  � � W�� 	��: � � W X 	T� �W�� 	� � * (60)

which is just the solution of the image deconvolution problem in the Bayesian
approaches. In fact from this probability density one can compute all the de-
sired quantities concerning the restored image. More precisely, instead of com-
puting a unique restored image one can compute the probability of any possible
restored image.

However, in all applications, it is necessary to show at least one restored
image and this can be provided by the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate,
which is the object maximizing the a posteriori conditional probability :� ° ��� �'²D�Í³_´² ¢ b W X 	T�ò:  � � (61)
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Introducing also in this case the log-function and neglecting the term indepen-
dent of � , one finds:� ° ��� �'²v�P³_´² ¢ b H µ z 	T� �â8 µ I W X 	T� � O * (62)

or, in terms of the functional
· z 	T� � introduced in Section 2:� ° ��� ��²v�P³_ . I b H · z 	T� �´� µ I W X 	T� � O � (63)

Therefore the term � µ I W X 	T� � plays the role of a regularization functional.
The most frequently used priors are of the Gibbs type, i. e.:W X 	T� � ��� `¬¢v£ H �
	�� 	T� � O * (64)

where 	 is a parameter, controlling the amount of regularization (in regulariza-
tion theory it is called the regularization parameter), and � 	T� � is a functional
describing prior information about the object to be estimated [14]. In such a
case the MAP problem takes the following form:� ° ��� �'²v�P³_ . I b H · z 	T� �¸8	�� 	T� � O � (65)

Examples of Gibbs priors are given by the following functionals:. � � 	T� � � ê � ê MM 	 @ � . ¹ ` I ¶ . º `�£ � . ¶ � �V3 (66).ù. � � 	T� � � ê�� � ê MM 	TºÓ_ ¶P¶ ¹»� . Iw £ � . ¶ � �V3 (67).5.ù. � � 	T� � � ê � ê K0	 . _ £ � µ º ` I ¶ . º `�£ � . ¶ � �V3 (68).ùø � � 	T� � � ê : ¿ �ò: ê 	%¹ ¶ ¹s² µ ø ²v� . ²D¹ . ¶ I £ � . ¶ � � � (69)

Moreover, in the Gaussian case, the functional of Eq. (65) becomes:· z�� � 	T� � � ê �F� �  Æ ê MM 8	�� 	T� �C* (70)

and we obtain the basic functional of the classical regularization theory of in-
verse problems. Therefore all functional analytic methods developed for this
theory (see, for instance, [15]) apply also to the investigation of the MAP so-
lutions in the Gaussian case.

In the particular case of the prior
. � we get the classical Tikhonov regular-

ization method, which, in our case, consists in minimizing, for each value of
the regularization parameter 	 , the following functional:· z�� � 	T� � � ê �=� � 
Æ ê MM 8	 ê � ê MM � (71)� h: Q�: g Ñ ó : &,	�Ê �s( 	�Ê �ò� " ÆP	�Ê � : M 8�	 : ( 	�Ê � : M ô �
The unique object minimizing this functional is called regularized solution, it
is denoted by � Y � ^

and is also the unique solution of the Euler equation:	�� É � 8�	���� � Y � ^ ��� É #Æ * (72)
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Figure 3. Comparison of the results provided by three different deconvolution methods in
the case of the image of Figure 1 - Top-left panel: the original image - Top right panel: the
reconstruction provided by the Tikhonov method with ������� � � - Down-left panel: the re-
construction provided by the projected Landweber method with 50 iterations and relaxation
parameter !"�#�%$ & - Down-right panel: the reconstruction provided by the RL (EM) method
with 22 iterations.

which must be compared with Eq. (34). The DFT of the regularized solution
is given by: ( Y � ^ 	�Ê � � & Ë 	�Ê �: &�	�Ê � : ML8'	 " ÆÍ	�Ê � � (73)

For 	 � 1 we re-obtain the generalized solution while we obtain 0 in the limit	 < 9 . The problem is to estimate the optimal value of 	 , a problem similar
to that of the optimal number of iterations in the iterative methods described
above. If we define a relative restoration error as in Eq. (47), then it can be
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proved that, as a function of 	 , ÷ Y � ^
first decreases, goes through a minimum

and then increases, with a behaviour similar to that shown in Figure 2. Several
criteria for the choice of the regularization parameter have been proposed (see
again [1] or [15]).

In Figure 3 we compare the result provided by the Tikhonov method with
those provided by the projected Landweber and RL methods in the case of the
image of Figure 1. The values of the parameters used in the reconstructions
are given in the caption. We point out that Tikhonov reconstruction is affected
by artifacts generated by the well-known Gibbs effect, related to the truncation
of Fourier series in the case of functions with sharp edges. In fact, as fol-
lows from Eq. (73), Tikhonov regularization is equivalent to a linear low-pass
filter. The Gibbs artifacts appear as “oscillations” around the edges and intro-
duce negative values on the background. Therefore a reduction of these effects
should be provided by the constraint of non-negativity. The reconstructions
obtained with the iterative methods implementing this constraint confirms this
statement. The best reconstruction is obtained with the RL method which, in
this case, is a method consistent with the type of noise corrupting the image.

In the Poisson case the MAP estimates are obtained by minimizing the func-
tional:· z�� � 	T� � � g [ ¤ �	TG � µ I �	TG �	��=� 8 � � 	TG � 8 � 	��=� 8 � � 	TG �V� w	TG �5� ¦ 8 (74)8 	(� 	T� � �
A complete theory has not yet been developed in this case, even if several
partial results are contained in the scientific literature. Moreover, several itera-
tive methods have been proposed for the minimization of these functionals. A
unified approach is proposed in [13].

5. Concluding Remarks

As outlined in this Chapter, image deconvolution is a difficult problem.
First, it requires an accurate modeling of image formation, including both a
model of the PSF and a model of the noise. Second, accurate reconstruction
algorithms must be designed, coherent with the model of image formation. In
this Chapter we have only discussed the two approximate models we called
the Gaussian case and the Poisson case. But in some circumstances (faint ob-
jects), the more accurate model of Eq. 19 should be used. Methods applying
to this case have been proposed [16]; their utility in Microscopy must still be
demonstrated.

Software packages containing tools for image deconvolution are available
but, in general, their use is not easy; moreover, in the 3D case the computa-
tional burden and the storage requirements can be excessive. In such a sit-
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uation, it may be difficult for a user to improve the images of his/her mi-
croscope by means of deconvolution methods. From this point of view, the
project “Power Up Your Microscope” looks interesting. It provides a free ser-
vice based on web tools (see www.powermicroscope.com): the microscopist
uploads the images and the characteristics of the microscope; the latter are
used by the system for the computation of the PSF which is required for the
deconvolution of the images; finally, after notification, he/she can downloads
the deconvolved images. In this way he/she has easy access to refined methods
for image deconvolution.
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